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D E D I C AT I O N

John H. Steele, 1926–2013
BY ELIZ ABETH TURNER , EILEEN E . HOFM ANN , DIAN J . GIFFORD, AND DALE B . HAIDVOGEL

This special issue of
modeling and theoretical ecolOceanography is dedicated to the
ogy, including comparisons
memory of John H. Steele, who
between marine and terrestrial
passed away on November 4,
ecosystems. Although he was at
2013, at the age of 86. John was a
the forefront of theoretical and
seminal figure in the creation of
mathematical approaches, John
the US Global Ocean Ecosystem
never lost sight of the potential
Dynamics (GLOBEC) and
impacts of his work on society
International GLOBEC proat large. One of his final pubgrams, and remained involved
lications was on the applicain them through his scientific
tion of end-to-end models in
endeavors and program leadermarine management.
Photo
courtesy
of
WHOI
Archives
©Woods
Hole
Oceanographic
Institution
ship. We benefitted from his
During his long career,
keen intellect, wide-ranging
John received many presknowledge, deep insight, and unfailing good humor and
tigious awards, including the Alexander Agassiz Medal of
gentlemanly manner.
the US National Academy of Sciences. He was a Fellow of
John began his career as a mathematician, and he brought
the American Association for the Advancement of Science,
this analytical approach to marine science throughout his
American Academy of Arts and Sciences, the National
professional life. His 1974 treatise The Structure of Marine
Academy of Science, the Royal Society of Edinburgh, and the
Ecosystems is a classic reference and a foundation of marine
Royal Society of London. He was a longstanding US delegate to
ecological modeling. In his review of the book for Science,
the International Council for the Exploration of the Sea.
Robert May wrote that the subject required “a skilled helmsIn spite of his prodigious accomplishments, John was
man to steer between the Scylla of a multiparameter, computexceedingly humble about his own abilities and sought out
erized Goon Show and the Charybdis of total Abstraction.
collaborations with others, particularly young and upcoming
As an applied mathematician of note, and deputy director
scientists. A paper arising from his recent work with a group
of the Marine Laboratory maintained in Aberdeen by the
of younger collaborators appears in this issue (Ruzicka et al.).
Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland, Steele is
He was generous with his time and gave back to the wider
well qualified for the task.”
community through his service as an editor and on endless
John was an active scientist for more than 50 years, even
committees, boards, working groups, task forces, and review
during his 12-year tenure as director of the Woods Hole
panels. His energy seemed to increase with age, and he was
Oceanographic Institution. Following his retirement, he
scientifically active until the last weeks of his life.
resumed an exceptionally active research career that continued
Although we will miss John’s many contributions to the
until his death. His vast publication list includes such diverse
GLOBEC program and to marine science in general, we celtopics as controls on phytoplankton production, zooplankton
ebrate his legacy. He worked throughout his life to integrate
feeding at sea, energy flows through benthic systems, dynamics
across disciplines to better understand marine ecosystem
of fish populations, mesocosm studies, plankton patchiness,
dynamics. We offer this special issue as a tribute to him.
and, of course, his best-known works in marine ecosystem
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